
On June 6, 2012, Rep. Charles Murphy, D-Burlington,
announced his retirement & chastised the leadership of
the Legislature. He said that his resignation was
“certainly not voluntary.” He criticized the “top-down
leadership model where dissent is discouraged, debate
is limited, decisions are made by a select few & formal
sessions are rare.” (Boston Globe, 6/22/2012)
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State House Rules

Yesterday, the Massachusetts State Senate
updated their rules so they would be
required to post roll call votes on the
General Court website within 48 hours of the
vote being taken. The measure was passed
unanimously by a vote of 39-0, and will take
effect later this year. Other measures for
rule changes were rejected. On Wednesday, the House voted on a number of reform minded
amendments that would push for further government transparency that were defeated. Below is a brief
description of some of these ideas.

In reference to Joint Rules, Representative Diehl proposed that bills from conference committee (such
as the budget) be available online 24 hours before consideration. This would provide members time to
review such legislation thoroughly before they vote on it, and would give constituents time to voice
their opinions before a vote is held. The amendment was rejected 29-120.

Representative Frost offered an amendment regarding how the Legislature increases taxes. This
amendment required a supermajority (two thirds) vote in order to pass any tax increase. This
amendment was rejected 28-123, by a super majority.

Minority Leader Jones proposed that it be required that committee roll call votes be posted online.
Under current law, the public often does not have access to committee votes. Other states have
implemented transparency laws that require committee votes to be made public, including the United
States Congress. This amendment was rejected 29-123.

Leader Jones offered an amendment calling for a limit of 45 days to report on local bills. This would hold
committees accountable to addressing local bills in a timely manner so constituents don’t have to wait
an unknown amount of time to have their concerns addressed. This amendment was rejected 29-121.

Leader Jones offered an amendment relating to study orders. When a bill is filed and heard before a
committee it often is sent to a study, which usually means the bill will not be voted on. What this
amendment would do is require every bill be given a favorable or unfavorable recommendation by the
committee in which it will then go to the floor of the House or be referred to another committee. The
House members would then be able to send bills back to committee for a study if they see fit. This
would expedite the legislative process for bills allowing more to be heard on the floor instead of by a
select few on committees. This amendment was rejected 29-124.

Leader Jones offered an amendment to allow a further study amendment to be adopted only with
express approval of the original sponsor or with a two thirds vote. Currently, if a representative offers an
amendment to a bill, another representative can add an amendment to the original amendment and
refer them to a study, which often does not receive a vote. This amendment was rejected 29-124.
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